Task 1: 1. two/2  2. interests/hobbies/dreams  3. children/family  4. uncomfortable /uneasy  
5. (final) result(s)/score  6. three/3  7. disappointed/surprised/excited  8. rules  9. emotions/feelings  
10. (charitable/charity) foundation/organisation  11. (committed) mother  12. winter sports/skiing/snowboarding  


Task 5: 1. interaction(s)  2. transformation  3. behaviour(s)  4. employees/employers  
5. promptly  6. tendency  7. unproductive  8. amazing  9. concentration  
10. specific

Task 6: 1. really/Adj.  2. a/Art; W. missing  3. in/ Prep.  4. X  5. have/ Tense  6. X  
7. for/Prep.  8. visit/ VF  9. X  10. to/W. missing